Annual Report 2021
Eynsford

Over the past year, like many other individuals and businesses, we have had to adapt the way we work
due to Covid19. During the pandemic there was a period of time where officers were unable to visit
individuals face to face, including vulnerable individuals. Therefore follow up visits to those who have
been a victim or witnessed a crime were having to be done over the phone which made it hard to get
public engagement with the residents in Eynsford. When local officers PCSO Randall and PCSO Green
took over the patches and was learning the areas, was when Covid19 started so we unable to meet
some of our Parish Councils and other key agencies who can provide good information to us. There has
been high visibility patrolling to ensure PPE was being worn in stores and that businesses were adhering
to the regulations. This also includes reponding to Covid19 calls to help reduce to the spread of
Coronavirus. We worked alongside multiple agencies to help those individuals who have been struggling
during the pandemic, and it has allowed vulnerable residents to contact us requesting support who we
was not aware of before.
Other notable attendences;
• Specifically over the past few months the use of catapults have been on the rise, specifcially we
have had reports regarding youths illegally using catapults in the residential areas. This is
something the local officers are aware of and are dealing with. PCSO Randall has attended some
reports of catapults along with officers from our Local Policing Team, and together they was able
to locate the youths before they got back on the train to head home. All youths were search and
stopped and catapults were seized.
• There has been regular patrols at Riverside, advising people about the by-laws, and at the
Cricket Club and have liaised with workers there for crime prevention advice. There has also
been regular patrols throughout the High Street, Lullingstone Castle, and Eynsford Train
Station.
• This year we have had Op Tag, a joint operation with the Met relating to catalytic converter
thefts. To assist with the operation we looked at all reports at the start of our shift relating
to vehicles, and physically attended them. House 2 house enquiries were conducted for any
witnesses, CCTV, or doorbell camera footage. All information gathered would be passed to
our Community Policing Team to be made aware and deal with accordingly.
• Kent Police worked alongside Sevenoaks District Council and the Dog Warden after we was made
aware of incidents involving dogs. All reports were reviewed and there was no dangerous dogs
acts committed, due to them being dog on dog. Kent Police dealt with any other related reports
such as Public Order, while the Dog Warden dealt with the dog on dog issues. The dog owner
was issued with a Community Protection Warning and Kent Police continued patrols in the area.
• OP RIO – Kent Police have had an operation ongoing for nuisance bikes in the Sevenoaks District.
Upon witnessing, or receiving complaints of such behaviour an officer can issue a notice on the
driver and the vehicle. Repeat behaviour involving either of the offending driver or vehicle within
12 months of the notice will result in seizure of the offending vehicle. We are continuing to
patrol the relevant areas where nuisance bikes are likely to be.

•

•

•

After getting back to a bit of normality, PCSO Randall and Youth Engagement Officer PCSO
PAPWORTH visited locals schools, including Anthony Ropier Primary School, to indtroduce
ourselves and to ensure everything is all in order.
The local officers are working alongside our Rural Task Force Team to prevent poaching in areas,
such as at Lullingstone. We have been working with members of the club to gain as much
information as possible so it can be dealt with.
It is important to encourage people to report incidents to Kent Police – good information to
gain to help with our enquiries are - dates/times, VRM’s, images/videos.

•

Our main priorities for the rest of the year is to reduce violent crime by education and
engagement with youths, reduction of burglaries by offering crime prevention, gathering
intelligence from the communities that may identify organized crime, and those most
vulnerable in the community.

•

We will ensure engagement with the communities is reinstated with the lifting of COVID
regulations by attending public events/venues.

•

Residents need to be aware of online crime/fraud- elderly persons not used to frequent
internet use, over the past year have been using online banking, shopping more frequently.
Telephone fraud on the rise as well. Be a good neighbour if you have elderly residents
nearby, offer support, be accessible.

If you would like to find out more about crime that’s going on in the area and the rest of the district,
you can sign up to the ‘e-watch’ twice-weekly newsletter on the community safety information
website - ‘e-watch.co’. The following links will take you directly to the most recent crime updates for
your area;
EYNSFORD - https://e-watch.co/viewArea.php?viewbeat=35

Thank you for reporting any issues or information to us, and if there is anything we may be able to assist
with, please do not hesitate to get in contact via 101 or 999.
Once again, if you want to keep up to date with ongoing work in the Sevenoaks District please follow us
on twitter @kentpolice7oaks.
Many thanks,
Local Officers PCSO Chloe RANDALL 61292 & Louise
GREEN 61297.

